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Milton's gift is purple. He loves purple in streams, on fishy fins, in trees, sunsets, rainbows and violets.

This delightful story shows how Milton develops awareness of the gift he comes to love and the feelings he experiences in the process.

When winter steps in and Milton loses sight of his beloved purple, he goes through a dark night of the soul.

One quiet afternoon, he sets about bringing purple back into his life. With a little inspiration from his good friend Flo, and acting on a thought, Milton finds purple again and makes it his own happy strength.

---

The Boy Who Could See Only Purple. That's Right! is an engaging story that exemplifies the unique artistry of Milton Erickson's approaches. Dad would have found great pleasure in the imaginative way this tale welcomes the reader into the story with simple words complemented by line drawings. The tale unfolds into a beautiful metaphor of the emergent process of self awareness and discovery. Pleasant depth is revealed through the stillness of uncomplicated simplicity.
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